Calmodulin gene expression in the neural retina of the adult rat.
Calmodulin (CaM) mRNAs are expressed with low abundancy in the adult rat neural retina. However, when digoxigenin (DIG)-labeled cRNA probes specific for each CaM mRNA population were hybridized at slightly alkaline pH (pH 8.0), the widespread distribution of CaM mRNA-expressing cells was revealed, with similar abundance for all three CaM genes. The CaM genes displayed a uniquely similar, layer-specific expression throughout the retina, and no significant differences were found in the distribution patterns of the CaM mRNA populations or the labeled cell types. The strongest signal for all CaM mRNAs was demonstrated in the ganglion cell layer and the inner nuclear layer, where the highest signal intensity was found within the inner sublamina. Similarly intermediate signal intensities for all CaM genes were detected in the inner and outer plexiform layers, within the vicinity of the outer limiting membrane and in the retinal pigment epithelium. A very low specific signal was characteristic in the outer nuclear layer and the photoreceptor inner segment layer, while no specific hybridization signal was observed in the photoreceptor outer segment layer. In summary, all CaM genes exhibited a similar and a characteristically layer-specific expression pattern in the adult rat retina.